The Heads Up Mic Clip, Camera Clip and Combo Clip
The Heads Up Mic Clip, Camera Clip and Combo Clip enables the police officer or uniformed security professional to
effectively secure their portable radio mic and or body worn camera to their body armor directly under the user’s chin.

Concealable Vest Installation
To install the clip onto your inner carrier, make sure the clip is clean and dust free then attach the Velcro that is supplied
with the clip on both sides of the clip so it opposes the Velcro that closes the top of the trauma plate pocket of the vest.
For added stability you can cut a 1” piece of the Velcro and place it toward the bottom of the clip and match it up with
where it would rest against the trauma plate, place the remaining piece of Velcro in this spot on the trauma plate. This
way when the clip is inserted into the trauma plate pocket, it is secured both at the bottom to the trauma plate and at
the top of the clip where the trauma plate pocket closes. Once you put the vest on and then the uniform shirt, you can
adjust the height of the clip with the mic and or camera attached.

Outer Vest Carrier Installation
To install the clip onto your outer carrier, make sure the clip is clean and dust free, attach the “hook” or stiff” side Velcro
that is supplied with the clip on inside of the clip (facing away from you when worn). Attach the “loop” or “soft” side of
the Velcro to the “chest side” of the outer carrier. **It is recommended that you have the “loop” or “soft” side Velcro
sewn to the outer carrier. Make certain that when it is sewn that the stitching is only on the chest side of the carrier,
otherwise you will not be able to insert your ballistic panels… Yeah, been there – Done that!!** Once you put the vest
on, you can adjust the height of the clip with the mic and or camera attached.

Plate Carrier Installation
To install the clip to a plate carrier or “hard vest”, make sure the clip is clean and dust free, attach either side of the
supplied Velcro and slide it into molle webbing. You may have to shave a little bit off the sides of the clip as molle
webbing is not consistent in width. Attach the remaining piece of Velcro to the exposed Velcro onto the installed clip;
this will “lock it in” so it will not slide up. Peel off the plastic that covers the adhesive on that Velcro and replace it with a
strip of masking tape or duct tape. This will keep it from any sticking to other gear you may have on the carrier or
catching flies or doughnut crumbs.
Now you own the best device to secure your portable radio mic and or body worn camera. I just leave mine attached
to all three of my vests and I just simply unclip the mic and camera when not in use, this way if you have to quickly
transition you won’t have to waste time switching out the clips. Remember, Lifetime Warranty. If it breaks under
normal conditions, I will replace it. You can’t tow a deuce ½ with it, but it will secure your body worn camera and
mic!!
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